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download Pikuniku for PC. Pikuniku Game Codes
are despatched direct to your inbox after payment.

We do not record or store our customer’s email
addresses, please keep your email address private.

For any queries please do contact our customer
service team on LIVECHAT. For information on
how to redeem Pikuniku Game Codes please click

here. System requirements System Requirements for
PC and MAC OSX: Pikuniku does not support

mobile phones, tablets, PDA’s, pads or any other
mobile device. Please keep your device stable and
connected to a power source while using Pikuniku.

Due to technical limitations, Pikuniku is
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incompatible with screen sizes/aspect ratios of 4:3,
16:9 or 3:2. Please use either a 16:9 aspect ratio or

16:10 ratio for full resolution on your device. To use
your 360 degree screen space please use either a 4:3

aspect ratio or 16:9 aspect ratio. Amish meadows and
small town charm. Pikuniku is a charming, puzzle-
filled, inventive platformer where you must delve
into a surreal world full of weird and wonderful

creatures, pick up little trinkets, explore, and even
help to solve some of the odd little puzzles you’ll

come across. All whilst facing an eerie narrative that
plays out both in day, and at night. Pikuniku

combines a puzzle experience with a narrative, and
you control a small, curious dude who has a big

adventure to go on. It’s action, puzzle and storytelling
wrapped into one neat little package! If you’ve

played Lumines, Journey, or Spelunky you’ll find
Pikuniku to be a delightfully unique experience. You

can also choose to explore, or you can focus on
puzzles and item collection. You’ll have to solve

puzzles and explore the world as you find the gear,
items, and special secrets that you need to get

through Pikuniku’s day and night. Pikuniku really
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picks up momentum once you start reading the small
little notes and clues that you find by exploring the

map and the day/night cycle. Pikuniku comes with a
few thoughtful extra items, like a journal that really
guides you through the story. Plus, you also have the

ability to choose
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